
Homework Sheet 3 | Combination Drawing
 
This is a 5 x 8cm drawing, I’ve mapped out the main stalks; lightly drawing a line either side to 
delineate the space that constitutes the stalk and leaf. Remember that you are defining white space 
so be aware that it is the inside edge of your pencil line that counts - you are drawing that line around 
a white shape.

What You Need:

Paper A3 or larger  
Graphite pencils

Having planned and defined the main stalks we switch to a more spontaneous style of working to map 
out the less distinct grass on the rear-most plane. Rarely outline anything in these areas but create 
stalks merely by drawing the negative space. Here is where you let your imagination go free, working 
at a pace that prevents conscious intervention. You will find yourself introducing stalks here and there 
that may even surprise you with their placement. Don’t try to be too accurate, inaccuracies can lend 
an extra realism in this case. And don’t touch those ‘stalks before you have done the grass behind 
them, as you will not be able to accurately get their tonal value.

As you work on this secondary area between the established white spaces that represent the status 
stalks of grass, introduce random shapes and lines. As long as these vaguely follow the rules of 
natural grass and foliage, they will serve to fool the brain into seeing more detail than exists. In life 
you couldn’t distinguish every element in such an arrangement (especially in areas of deep shadow) 
so you shouldn’t be able to do so here either.



Now picture, really picture, yourself looking into that area and begin to add reality to the situation; 
toning some stalks down a little and others so much that they are barely discernible. If you can see 
the reality in your mind you will achieve a sense of reality in your drawing. If you’re not sure how to 
treat something, leave it white then go back to it once it’s surrounded.

Finally, the status stalks are given body, adjusting the tone of those behind them if required. The 
foreground grass is drawn and the water and reflections established.


